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30 designs: Dozens of patterns, three different sizes, cuffs to keep your ankles cozy or clogs to slide

on easily&#151;sew on a pompom, a fringe, or an edging, and make them your own.Toe-curling

comfort: Knitted with two strands of soft wool yarn for extra coziness and then felted to fit.Slippers

the Arne & Carlos way: From classic Norwegian motifs and Sami-inspired moccasins to vivid flowers

and playful rabbits&#151;with step-by-step instructions, delightful photographs, and that Arne &

Carlos charm!
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A very nice book on slippers...felted slippers with knitted and some embroidered designs. I think I

will make some for Christmas presents.This is the type of book that will be used again and again. I

have show it to members of my knitting group and they all liked it andthought is was worth the

purchase. The instructions and photographs are charming and instructional. Easy enough for a

beginningknitter too. Thank you, Arne & Carlos for this classic book on slippers what are truely

"practical" and range from cute (Rabbit slippers") to exotic.Way to go, Arne & Carlos!

Beautiful slippers - easy to follow directions....but you must follow directions. Switching yarns back

and forth sounded so tedious so tried just using double strand - did not work! Using directions as

stated, I knitted small size with #10 needles (magic loop method) using Knit Picks wool. After felting

- I felt by hand..tightly - I found they were a bit narrow (wear a size 6 shoe). I'll wait and see how well

they stretch out - maybe next time I would use medium size for width but small size for length.



So much fun. Watch their YouTube video to pick up a couple tips that might have been lost in

translation,I.e. Knitting with two strand, picking up edge stitches, and count double strands as one

stitch while knitting.

What little girl or big for that matter wouldn't want the cute pony slippers!!! The patterns are fun, and

vibrant and appealing . I can't wait to get started on a pair .

Have "gifted" this to a friend who is an expert knitter. I'm not, way too complicated, stranded knitting

for almost every pair. I have other slipper patterns that are just as warm, just as durable that did not

require learning a new technique. To knit the way they do is great and wish I were that good but I'm

not and do not want to spend hours (what it would take me) to learn their technique and make the

slippers. They give no directions on their "two-strand" approach and thought instructions they did

provide were pretty vague.

Beautiful book. So we'll illustrated. Loved the bits of history. I will enjoy this book for years to come

even if I never make a slipper.

Fun book. I really enjoy these designers and their books. I think I have all of their books

Good book - all slipper patterns are similar. Pics on slippers are embroidered on, which I have to

learn!!! Love the felted slipper.
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